CLOUDTICITY OXYGEN™ FOR AZURE
Managed Cloud Solutions for Healthcare
Innovate fast. Let us take care of the rest.
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Velocity Through
Automation
Cloudticity Oxygen™, the next generation
of managed cloud solutions for healthcare
on Microsoft Azure, allows IT departments
to unleash healthcare ingenuity through
groundbreaking automation and world-class
cloud expertise. By offloading infrastructure
operations, security, and compliance, IT
leaders can free up resources to focus on
value-adding activities, resulting in incredible
velocity and innovation for healthcare IT.
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Five Pillars of Excellence:

Why Cloudticity Oxygen™?

CONTINUOUS HIPAA/HITRUST COMPLIANCE & SECURITY

● TRUSTED BY TOP HEALTHCARE

1000+ continuous compliance checks directly mapped
to HITRUST controls and HIPAA CFRs, machine-learning
based anomaly detection, and a 24/7/365 SOC.
HIGH AVAILABILITY
Continuous monitoring and management to ensure high
availability, a 24/7/365 help desk to address any urgent needs.
COST OPTIMIZATION
Uncover hidden cloud costs and monitor increases in
resource spend, receive proactive recommendations
to ensure your RI purchases are fully optimized.

ORGANIZATIONS: Michigan Health
Information Network (MiHIN), Diameter
Health, Revel Health, Palmetto, Qr8
Health, Averhealth, and more.
● STRONG FOCUS ON SECURITY:
HITRUST certified, Cloudticity has never
had a breach in 10 years of business.
● GROUNDBREAKING AUTOMATION:
98% of incidents are auto-resolved
without clients ever creating a ticket.
70% of tickets are resolved within 1 hour.
● SELF-SERVICE MODEL: No need to

AGILITY
Offload redundant infrastructure operations tasks
such as backups, patching, CPU tracking, and logging
and focus more resources on innovation.
PERFORMANCE
Real-time monitoring of over 1000+ Azure Monitor data
points as well as telemetry data from the operating system.

submit a ticket and wait to provision
or retire infrastructure. Just use our
preconfigured template and get to work
on your objectives immediately.
● WORLD-CLASS CLOUD EXPERTISE:
Providing a support team with only the
most relevant and prestigious Azure
certifications, you’ll save dozens of hours
consulting with our cloud experts.
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CASE STUDY

Health Tech Startup Finally Free
To Innovate Fast

BUSINESS NEED:
A health tech startup was unhappy with its MSP cloud
provider, which was very slow to respond to tickets.
This caused reliability issues and made it difficult for the
company to accomplish goals in a timely manner.

SOLUTION:
Cloudticity deployed Oxygen to manage the environment.
Cloudticity also helped the company improve its CI/CD
pipelines and re-architect to a microservices base.

OUTCOME:
● Faster innovation; went from deploying code every two

“Partnering with Cloudticity has
freed us to focus on developing our
application, getting more customers,
and driving revenue."
– Chief Technology Officer

months to every two weeks
● Agility; Oxygen automation and a real-time help desk
ensure updates happen fast
● Continuous HIPAA/HITRUST compliance
● Growth; now the company can focus all IT resources on
application development
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READY TO UNLEASH
HEALTHCARE INGENUITY?
LEARN MORE
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